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           Introduction 
 The future of electrochemical energy storage depends on the 
concurrent advancement of constituent component materials 
and their satisfactory interaction with one another. We primarily 
look to increase the energy and power density of electrochem-
ical cells through increasing electrode capacity, and remove 
the chemical energy available for release during device failure, 
as present in modern fl ammable organic liquid electrolytes 
used in lithium-ion batteries.  1   Solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) 
may satisfy both these requirements, serving as a safe replace-
ment for their organic liquid counterparts, while potentially 
enabling alkali metal anodes. 

 However, the introduction of SSEs into full cell batteries is 
accompanied by other constraints, both intrinsic and extrinsic.  2 

Intrinsically, though many SSEs exhibit high bulk ionic 
conductivity, grain boundaries may ultimately reduce the 
effective ionic conductivity to unusable levels, as in the case 
of solid-oxide perovskite lithium lanthanum titanate (LLTO),  3 

and may serve as regions of mechanical susceptibility, aid-
ing lithium dendrite nucleation and penetration.  4   Extrinsically, 
questions of electrolyte/electrode interfacial impedance, resulting 
from space charge  5   and chemical and electrochemical com-
patibility  6 , 7   of solid–solid interfaces, come into play. Despite 

the importance of these interfaces in the functionality of next-
generation solid-state devices, there are surprisingly few studies 
focused on characterization of their interfaces, and even fewer 
providing  in situ  and  operando  insights. 

 In the past decade there have been signifi cant efforts in 
applying  in situ  and  operando  measurements to electrochemical 
systems, though most work is limited to liquid-electrolyte sys-
tems. Development of intricate electrochemical testing cells 
for synchrotron end stations have enabled  in situ  and  operando
x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray absorption spectroscopy, and 
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).  8 In situ  holders for 
electron microscopy have similarly progressed,  9   –   12   aided by 
the collaborative environment established by developers of 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) holders. These 
methods have enabled dynamic observation of the complex 
changes within electrode materials during electrochemical 
cycling and have provided a variety of insights, including the 
dynamics of lithiation, phase transformations, and the elusive 
nature of the solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) formation. Such 
in situ  electrochemical liquid testing methods are extensively 
described in previous review articles.  8   –   12 

 Attempts to observe similar processes in solid-state 
materials have added degrees of complexity due to their buried 
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interfaces, often requiring the expansion of existing tech-
niques and the development of entirely new methodologies. 
This perspective aims to review advanced characterization 
techniques applied to solid–solid interfaces, working toward 
in situ and operando characterization to elucidate the less-
understood dynamic behavior and heterogeneous characteris-
tics present at these interfaces.

Techniques to characterize buried solid–solid 
interfaces
Until recently, electrochemical techniques, primarily cyclic 
voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, 
were the main methods of characterizing buried interface 
resistances. These studies are prevalent in characterization of 
all-solid-state batteries, such as LiCoO2 (LCO)/lithium phos-
phorus oxynitride (LiPON)/Li13 and LCO/Li1.5Al0.5Ti1.5(PO4)3 
(LATP)14 chemistries. Electrochemical testing of such cells 
suggested growing interfacial impedance, vaguely attributed 
to modified chemical bonding impacting charge-transfer 
characteristics.13 Thermal annealing studies showed reduced 
interfacial resistances and improved cyclability of the LCO/
LiPON/Li cells, though physical interpretation was specu-
lative, lacking further experimental evidence and simply 
attributing the change to modified bonding at the LCO/LiPON 
interface.13 The LCO/LATP cell utilized in situ formation of 
the anode, showing low charge-transfer resistance, though 
the nature of the anode was unknown at the time of the 
electrochemical testing.14

Similar studies further evaluated the stability of an inter-
face or interlayer, such as the insertion of a Nb interlayer 
between LCO and lithium lanthanum zirconium oxide (LLZO) 
electrolyte, observing reduced interfacial impedance without 
explicit mechanistic descriptions.15 That is not to say that elec-
trochemical methods are insufficient methods of probing such 
interfaces. In scenarios where constituents are expected to be 
kinetically stable, careful experimental design promotes iso-
lation of such effects, as in the case of idealized solid-state 
interfaces such as some silver conductors.16 Control of materi-
als selection can allow electrochemical methodologies to  
effectively isolate sources of charge-transfer resistance to the 
impact of lattice mismatch, defect chemistry, and equilibrium 
potentials.17 Indeed, an entire field has been based around this 
ideology—solid-state ionics/nanoionics—however, this will 
be not be covered in this article to focus on adapting advanced 
characterization techniques to more commercially relevant 
systems.

Until recently, the nature of stability of solid-state interfaces 
in applied lithium-ion battery materials was largely unknown, 
and questions of compatibility at interfaces was ascribed gen-
erally to issues of charge transfer across interfaces. Density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations were successfully 
employed to predict engineered interphases to counteract the 
effects of space charge, uncovering lithium niobate (LiNbO3) as a 
candidate to stabilize the cathode/sulfide–electrolyte interface.18 
The insertion of a LiNbO3 interlayer at the LCO/LiPON 

interface was shown via XPS to modify lithium concentration, 
an effect that was attributed to non-faradaic Li migration.19 
A following body of computational research opened the ques-
tion as to the thermodynamic stability of these interfaces— 
a fundamentally important step in interpreting the nature 
of these buried interfaces, providing potential explanations 
for the presence of interfacial resistances at solid−solid inter-
faces.6,7,20 This work suggests that stable solid-state inter-
phases effectively bridge the electrochemical window in 
much the same way the SEI does in their liquid electrolyte 
counterpart.

Thermodynamically driven decomposition is most clearly 
shown after applying high-temperature processing methods, 
as in the case of spinel cathodes interfaced with LATP; here, 
the increased temperature drives decomposition to a degree 
detectable by x-ray diffraction (XRD)—intuitively ruling 
out high-temperature co-sintering as a processing method.21 
Combining results of electrochemical testing with ex situ 
evaluation has proven to be an effective technique for a more 
comprehensive understanding of the stability of solid–solid 
interfaces, and has yielded results consistent with computa-
tional predictions.

For the case of LCO/LiPON, LCO was predicted to decom-
pose into a variety of constituents, dependent on the local 
bonding environment and lithiation state.20 Experimentally, 
it was observed that cycling LCO/LiPON/Li thin-film batter-
ies at elevated temperatures resulted in increasing interfacial 
impedance values. When extracted by a focused ion beam 
(FIB) system and observed by scanning transmission electron 
microscopy coupled with electron energy-loss spectroscopy 
(STEM/EELS), the increased interfacial impedance was cor-
related with the growth of a structurally decomposed LCO 
interlayer, exhibiting chemical signals consistent with Li2O 
and disordered rock-salt Co3O4.22 X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) was similarly applied to explain growing 
impedance in Na-metal/Na-sulfide symmetric cells; as pre-
dicted by computational modeling, Cl-doping was observed to 
promote the formation of NaCl, which stabilized the interface, 
preventing further electrolyte decomposition.23 Similar to the 
case of LCO/LiPON, DFT modeling of phase diagrams is par-
tially correct, yet it generally fails to differentiate the kinetics 
of phase formation.

Though ex situ methods have proven convenient for  
interpreting interfacial behavior, they are ineffective for 
certain material classes. For example, despite the importance 
Li-metal anodes play in increasing energy densities of next-
generation electrochemical cells, methods for structural char-
acterization have been limited until recently. There are many 
reasons for this, including Li-metal’s high reactivity and soft 
mechanical properties, forming native oxides under environ-
ments controlled to below ppm of oxygen and moisture, and 
its susceptibility to melting/vaporization under exposure to 
high-energy probes, as in FIB preparation methods.24

Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM), a tool com-
monplace to the biological field, has recently secured its place 
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as a necessary tool in the characterization of lithium metal. 
With cryogenic TEM (cryo-TEM) the sample temperature is 
maintained low enough to counteract local heating during 
exposure to an electron beam. Such recent work has elucidated 
the amorphous nature of electrodeposited lithium under cer-
tain plating conditions,25 demonstrating the stability of lithium 
while imaging at atomic resolution.26 Similarly, recent work 
has shown the necessity of cryogenic temperatures during 
FIB milling (cryo-FIB) of alkali metals. Room-temperature 
melting has been shown to drastically alter lithium morphol-
ogy, obscuring the nature of lithium stripping and plating, and 
rendering the Li-metal/SSE interface unstable. Indeed, there 
is further demonstration of the effectiveness of cryo-FIB in 
maintaining morphological features present in stripping/plating 
experiments under a variety of electrolytes.24 Having demon-
strated the relative importance of maintaining cryogenic tem-
peratures while exposing lithium metal to electron beams, a 
next step would be to apply such cryo-EM analyses to the 
Li/SSE interfaces. This would require complete environmental 
isolation of the FIB-prepared sample from milling to insertion 
into the TEM—a markedly difficult task.

In situ observation of thermodynamic interface 
modification
Furthering the notion of thermodynamic incompatibility/ 
decomposition, a variety of in situ observations of solid–solid 
interface reactions have been pursued through XPS and TEM. 
Utilizing high-vacuum-transfer systems, a number of researchers 
have taken surface-science approaches, combining surface-
sensitive XPS with intermittent growth of various materials 
to measure modification in chemical bonds as materials are 
grown upon one another (Figure 1a). Such results have been 

useful in characterizing the chemical bonding and intrinsic 
band-structure modification, as well as observing chemical 
decomposition at solid–solid interfaces. Examples include 
the deposition of Li metal on LiPON, suggesting the chemi-
cal formation of computationally predicted species (Li2O, 
Li3PO4, and Li3N),27 direct observation of titanium reduction 
at the LLTO/Li interface,28 and similarly the decomposition of 
L10GeP2S12 into Li3P, Li2S, and a Li-Ge alloy upon deposition 
of Li;29 these techniques have provided valuable explanations 
of increased interfacial impedance and validated existing ther-
modynamic models, though such methods lack the crucial effect 
of the electrochemical probe present in actual devices.

Monitoring in situ reactions within a STEM was performed 
using a lithium-coated probe, made to contact aluminum-
doped garnet LLZO (Li7−3xAlxLa3Zr2O12), shown in Figure 1b. 
STEM coupled with EELS provides the capability to charac-
terize a material structurally, probing with atomic-scale reso-
lution, and adds the advantage of mapping detailed chemical 
states. In this work, when the Li probe was brought into con-
tact with the LLZO, a distinct chemical change was observed, 
showing a modified oxygen K-edge, suggesting the loss of the 
cubic phase, Li K-edge changes, consistent with the presence 
of excess Li, and Zr L-edge modification consistent with Zr 
reduction. Interestingly, these results do not show decomposi-
tion of the electrolyte, but rather the modification to tetragonal 
LLZO, a less conductive interphase, but negligibly so, given 
the thickness of the interlayer.30 The results emphasize the 
importance of kinetically limited reactions at these interfaces, 
and suggest that while more reactive materials will thermo-
dynamically decompose in the presence of highly reducing 
lithium metal, certain electrolytes possess some degree of sta-
bility and will at least require external sources of energy to 

drive decomposition.

In situ observation of 
electrochemically driven interface 
modification
Electrochemical in situ experiments involve 
the design and fabrication of electrochemi-
cally active devices, with an ultimate goal of 
elucidating links between state of charge and 
the nature of the interface, yet few techniques 
have been successfully developed with this 
capability. The first demonstration of an elec-
trochemically active device in TEM involved 
an LiCoO2 cathode and Li1+x+yAlyTi2–ySixP3–xO12 
electrolyte, forming the anode in situ during 
charge (Figure 2a). A cross section of the 
cathode/electrolyte interface was thinned via 
FIB, allowing a range of TEM characterization 
to be performed. Primary findings via electron 
holography allowed mapping of the electric 
potential as a function of state of charge. The 
potential distribution showed a sharp potential 
drop at the cathode/electrolyte interface, with 

Figure 1. In situ techniques have been developed to characterize the thermodynamic 
and kinetic stability of solid-state interphases as formed in controlled environments. 
(a) In situ deposition of lithium upon solid electrolytes coupled with x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) has been applied to a number of systems, here showing decomposition 
of L10GeP2S12 when coated with Li. Adapted with permission from Reference 29. © 2016 
American Chemical Society. (b) Physical contact between Li and solid electrolyte LLZO 
in a transmission electron microscope with electron energy-loss spectrometer, showing 
fine structure modification commensurate with structural modification. Adapted with 
permission from Reference 30. © 2016 American Chemical Society.
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linear decreases through each component.31,32 This technique 
was more recently applied to observe the potential distribution 
as a function of voltage in LiPON solid electrolyte.33 Beyond the 
exposure of only one interface in the full cell device, the bulk of 
the device likely dominates the electrochemical performance, 
leaving to question the magnitude of the field distribution 
within the thinned region. Nevertheless, an electron-transparent 
region in an electrochemically active battery was an important 
step in the development of TEM-based in situ techniques.

The first true electrochemically active nanobattery to 
expose all active interfaces was prepared by extracting a cross 
section of a full cell thin-film battery via FIB (Figure 2b). 
Work by Santhanagopalan demonstrated electrochemical per-
formance of a cross section of an LCO/LiPON/amorphous-Si 
full cell first within the FIB, demonstrating the importance of 
the dwell time during preparation in preventing damage and 
decomposition of the LiPON solid electrolyte.34 A similar 
wedge-shaped nanobattery was then transferred to a scan-
ning tunneling microscope holder, allowing precise manipu-
lation of an electrical contact, used for in situ biasing within 
the TEM. This probe, coupled with a low-current potentio-
stat, allowed the first demonstration of potentiostatic in situ 
cycling of a solid-state device in the TEM, while maintaining 
current densities consistent with functioning devices. Using 
STEM coupled with EELS, an interphase of decomposed 
LCO was observed, shown to consist of lithium oxides and 
lithium peroxides with highly oxidized cobalt ion species. 
This work not only uncovered the interfacial phenomena  
responsible for the increasing charge-transfer resistance at the 
LCO/LiPON interface, it also demonstrated the importance 
in in situ methodologies to observe potential metastable states 

while mitigating the effects of sample exposure to ambient 
conditions.35

An alternative design, fabricating the nanobattery in a core– 
shell configuration around a conductive nanowire is shown 
in Figure 2c.37 After isolating the electrochemically active 
material from the base of the nanowire, the nanowire is 
biased with a similar mechanically manipulated probe tip, as 
mentioned previously. Using this technique, it was determined 
that the critical component to prevent shorting is the thickness 
of the LiPON layer. When too thin, the layer was observed 
to self-discharge, and the electrochemically driven formation 
of voids within LiPON was observed via bright-field TEM. 
The three-dimensional (3D) configuration of the nanobat-
tery makes chemical evaluation of the interfaces ambiguous, 
though it enabled explanation of the shorting phenomena in 
these 3D devices.

In situ Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) has 
been employed to explore the electric potential distribution 
across cross sections of solid-state batteries,37 similar to that  
observed by electron holography (Figure 2d).32 Here, a potential 
is measured through the scanning probe tip across the battery 
cross section, effectively measuring the electrical potential 
distribution across the battery, and showing regions of lithium 
depletion.37 This technique offers the advantage of imaging 
more area of larger devices than is possible in TEM, although 
this technique requires complex preparation using a cross-
sectional ion mill with environmental transfer capabilities, as 
well as a scanning probe within an inert environment for test-
ing. While previous measurements were performed on com-
posite electrodes, such a test could be applied to parallel cells 
to allow deconvolution of space-charge effects.

Figure 2. Advanced methods for local in situ interface characterization: (a) Electron holography allows dynamic visualization of electric-field 
distribution. Reprinted with permission from Reference 32. © 2010 Wiley. (b) Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)/electron  
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) enables structural and chemical mapping, uncovering interface decomposition.35 (c) Transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) image of 3D nanowire-based batteries shows dynamic behavior of the solid electrolyte as a function of thickness. Adapted 
with permission from Reference 36. © 2012 American Chemical Society. (d) Kelvin probe force microscopy uncovers electric potential 
distribution across all-solid-state battery cross sections. Reprinted with permission from Reference 37. © 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
Note: LCO, LiCoO2; CPD, contact potential difference; LCP, LiCoPO4; LATP, Li1.5Al0.5Ti1.5(PO4)3; LiPON, lithium phosphorus oxynitride.
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Other efforts to characterize solid-state interfaces with nonlo-
cal probes have been made via solid-state nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
of Li7 ions, as in the case of the Li/Li10GeP2S12/Li symmetric 
configuration.38 In situ MRI provided the ability to map Li 
distribution through the thickness of the electrolyte as a func-
tion of state of charge, and correlated this distribution to an 
inhomogeneous strain state through the thickness of the elec-
trolyte. With continuous cycling, Li distribution clearly cor-
relates with cracking within the solid-state electrolyte.

Remaining challenges and the future of in situ 
and operando techniques
While the techniques described here have effectively been 
employed to characterize interfaces, there is ample room 
for improvement, with the goal of simultaneously extracting 
chemical, structural, and mechanical information as a function 
of state of charge. It is worth noting that synchrotron x-ray 
methods have not played a big role in the characterization of 
solid-state interfaces, likely due to the complexities in data 
convolution in buried interfaces of complex devices. Electron 
microscopy at the present time is the only method capable of 
collecting structural and chemical information under elec-
trochemical stimulus for solid state interfaces. Advancement 
of in situ and operando electron microscopy methodologies 
requires further development in the current state of the art, 
reducing beam–material interaction induced damage while 
improving spatial and temporal resolution during data acquisi-
tion; an ideal characterization technique would meet most of 
the requirements outlined in Figure 3.

Use of high-energy probes is accompanied by many practi-
cal considerations, primarily beam damage effects. High-energy 
electrons damage materials through radiolysis (decomposition 
due to ionizing radiation), primary knock-on damage, and local 
heating effects.39 Solid electrolytes are electronically insulating 
out of necessity and are often amorphous, and as such are gen-
erally susceptible to thermal degradation. Traditional meth-
ods of combating heating effects, such as carbon coating, are 
incompatible with in situ biasing (i.e., device shorting), but 
rather require fine control of the experimental design by limit-
ing electron dose and selecting more robust electrolytes. It is 
noted in works of Santhanagopalan34 and Wang,35 and similar-
ly by the community of electron microscopists,10 that the elec-
tron dose is of critical importance both for the stability of the 
materials being probed and in the interpretation of electronic 
probe outputs, and should be recorded and reported carefully. 
Selection of electrolytes that are more robust to beam expo-
sure, such as oxides LLTO or LLZO, will enable quantitative 
observation of dynamic cathodic/anodic behaviors.

Beyond damaging effects, electron probes also have 
the potential to alter the total current injected into the battery. 
Revisiting the length scale of nanobatteries, the necessarily 
small cross section required for TEM analysis demands similarly 
low currents to promote reasonable electrochemical behavior. 
For example, a dense LiCoO2 nanobattery with a cross section 
of 10 μm2 and cathode thickness of 2 μm demands a current on 
the order of 10 pA to achieve a cycling rate of 1 C, though lower 
charge rates are required for systems with sluggish kinetics or 
large interfacial transfer impedance. While this current may be on 
the order of magnitude of STEM probe currents, the likelihood 
of the electron probe interacting with the electrochemical probe is 
minimal due to the low degree of internal scattering; however, the 
degree of scattering is dependent on the material density and the 
sample geometry. Currents below the pA range may be impacted 
by electromagnetic noise within instruments, and reduced cur-
rent testing within a TEM is currently being evaluated.

Improved detector acquisition rates have the potential to cap-
ture reconstruction in solid-state interphases, as in the case of 
atomically resolved grain-boundary dynamics reconstructions.40 
Direct-detection cameras have further enabled reduced-dose 
image acquisition, as effectively demonstrated in biological 
sciences,41 and will likely be useful in capturing dynamic phe-
nomena in sensitive battery materials. However, such high-speed 
comes with the downside of yielding overwhelmingly large data 
sets. Direct detection cameras capable of capturing 24 megapixel 
images at a rate of 1500 frames per s, producing datasets on the 
order of terabytes, are nearing the limit of modern hard drive 
technology. Efficient storage protocol and automated large-data 
set analysis methods are areas of great interest to the field.

When characterizing nanoscale devices, it behooves the 
researcher to keep a realistic picture of the nature of the modi-
fications to their device. For example, the reduced in-plane 
length scale of a nanobattery used in the in situ TEM meth-
odologies is notably different from that of its parent device. 
Fabrication of the nanobattery increases the edge/interface 

Figure 3. In situ probing of solid-state interfaces requires 
development of a range of technologies, enabling increased 
temporal and spatial resolution, low current measurements 
with minimal noise, environmental transfer capabilities, and 
application of cryogenic temperatures.
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ratio otherwise negligible in a thin-film device. Arguments 
as to field distribution should incorporate models with geo-
metric considerations, as free surfaces likely alter the equi-
librium field distribution through the bulk of the nanobattery.1 
Similarly, kinetic limitations of the electrodes place an upper 
bound on the applied current densities. Analogous to alkali 
metal ions’ propensity to form dendrites in liquid cells, the 
presence of an exposed interface may provide a low energy  
site for nucleation should the conditions present itself, ulti-
mately resulting in “dead” metal extruding outside of the device; 
such material may be rendered largely inactive due to its posi-
tion outside of the electric field potential. Attempts to bypass 
the complexities associated with full cell devices include an 
FIB-assembled nanobattery, with an FIB-thinned LiCoO2 par-
ticle as the cathode, FIB lamella of LLZO as electrolyte, and 
Au anode, all affixed together using FIB-deposited Pt.42 While 
such fabrication methods may provide insight into the dynamic 
nature of cathode materials under extreme conditions, such 
construction requires careful evaluation of the input current 
to make any link between the electrochemical state of a device 
and the phenomena being observed. In such work, with a cross 
section required to achieve atomic-scale resolution via con-
ventional TEM, structural change was observed with the 
application of current on the order of 1 mA;42 considering the 
size of the cross section for imaging, this translates to a cur-
rent density on the order of 108 mA/cm2—in excess of current 
densities present in conventional devices. Such approxima-
tions are necessary, and as long as they are addressed appro-
priately, they do not limit the impact of the results presented.

Further, studying electrochemical evolution of alkali-metal 
anodes will in itself require a host of engineering accommo-
dations. Environmental isolation is paramount in the case of 
alkali metal anode-based batteries, as the reduced dimensions 
greatly increase the surface-to-volume ratio. Even if environ-
mental isolation can be accomplished, there is the question of 
stability under the electron beam, which has been demonstrated 
to be mitigated by cryo-EM techniques. Finally, to apply elec-
trochemical methods requires the in situ biasing capabilities 
demonstrated in past work.

However, one may note an inherent incompatibility  
between cryogenic temperatures and the reduced kinetics 
of interfacial decomposition at reduced temperatures. While 
cryo-EM has proven to be useful, further work is needed to 
study variability in holder temperature with respect to lithium 
stability under the electron beam. A researcher could imagine 
tuning temperatures for lithium/interface stability, interface 
kinetics, and lithium transport within the device. Conversely, 
in situ heating holders, coupled with in situ biasing holders, 
would promote thermodynamic decomposition, emulating the 
effect of cycling batteries at elevated temperatures.

Summary and outlook
In spite of fundamental limitations, the outlined techniques 
are currently the promising methodologies capable of locally 
probing buried solid-state interfaces, enabling simultaneous 

structural and chemical characterization as a function of state 
of charge. The most striking aspect of the development of solid-
state electrolytes, as evident from this analysis or from a simi-
lar literature search, is the limited number of studies devoted  
to explaining poor materials compatibility. Understandably, 
the degree of incompatibility was only recently called into 
question in a host of DFT studies, and similarly due to the 
complexity of analysis of these systems. Even in the limit of 
ex situ analyses, these materials are inherently reactive under 
ambient conditions, often shrouding the true electrochemical  
modifications present. While thermodynamic stability is in 
question in many compounds, kinetics of decomposition serves 
as a further variable, likely resulting in discrepancies between 
theory and experiment. Only through the application of in 
situ methodologies can we capture the dynamic and heteroge-
neous nature of interfaces, preventing environmental effects 
from taking hold, and further preventing electrochemical 
relaxation when the device is stopped from biasing.
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